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Animal species phylogenetic tree

Define and use the terminology required to identify and interpret a phylgenetic tree. Based on phylgenetic trees, I know that the hypotheses such as identifying the latest common ancestors and using the latest common ancestors (MRCA) are revised, such as recognizing the names of different types of data used to create phylgenetic hypotheses (trees) of closely related species
and collecting more evidence, Define geological time and interpret subjectivity and single office, list the four main eons in chronological order, and know the important events (or absence) of life that define each eon The milestones of the evolution of the main life forms (subjects of upcoming readings: eukaryots, Plants, Mushrooms, Animals) biodiversity to the tree of life is the
subject of this module. All organisms that exist on this planet are associated with other organisms in the branching evolutionary pattern called the tree of life. Phylogenetic tree of life built using ribomal RNA sequences after Karl Woese. Image credit: Eric Gaba, wikimedia commons has been replaced. Tree thinking is invaluable to solve this kinship between the diversity of both
living and extinct organisms. Tree thinking, or phylgenetic thinking, helps us to unravel the branching evolutionary relationships between the species that have survived, when thinking about the passage of time and the ancestors of each of these living species. The following image represents a basic phylgenetic tree with living species represented by letters at the top of the
diagram. What is a phylgenetic tree? Phylgenetic tree is a visual representation of the relationship between different organisms, showing the path to evolutionary time from a different lineage from a common ancestor. Trees can represent relationships ranging from the entire history of life on Earth to individuals in a population. Trees that indicate species help us understand how
new species formed from their ancestors' common species. The process of formation of new species called derivation is the starting point for discussing biodiversity. The natural endpoint will be destroyed. The following diagram shows a tree with 3 taxons (singule taxon, taxonomic unit). two branches from a single trunk, vertical lines and then the branches on the left side again the
tree branches above the tree . In this tree, vertical branches represent a taxa, a lineage shown at the end, and represent all ancestors. Nodes are where the lineages that represent a derivation event from a common ancestor deviate from each other. The trunk at the base of the tree is actually called the root, and the root node represents the last common ancestor of all taxa
represented in the tree. Time in this particular style of the tree is represented vertically, Here in the oldest picture is from the lower layer to the last top. What this tree tells us is that taxa A and taxa B are more closely related. This is because A taxon and taxon B share a newer common adversate than taxon C taxon A and B. The least associated taxa in a tree is called the outer
group of this phylage and is usually included because it has contrasting properties compared to the other included taxon. A taxa group that includes a common ancestor and his descendants is called a monophyletic group, or a clade. Groups that exclude or exclude one or more descendants are not monophyletic groups (clades); these groups are called parafiletics and polyfiletics,
respectively.   This figure shows several monophilics (top row) vs polyfiletic (bottom left) or parafiletic (bottom right) trees. From The following video focuses on terminology and investigates some misreads about reading trees: Trees can be confusing to read. Below are some common misunderstandings and how to correct the thought numerically. A common mistake is to read the
clues of the trees and think their layout makes sense. In the tree at the top of the page, the closest relative to the C taxon is not b taxa. Both A and B are equally far from or associated with Takson C. In fact, changing the labels A and B causes a topologically equivalent tree. What matters is the order in which it branches along the axis of time. The following picture shows a branch
rotation and does not affect the structure of the tree, like a very hanging mobile: Bird mobile hanging by Charlie Harper 2. Misconception: The tree clade you see contains all taxa. Reality: Taxon may have been extinct or skipted throughout the branches. In addition, phyletic evolution that occurs along a branch usually does not include the branching tree. Phyletic evolution is
evolutionary change that does not result in derivation along a branch. In addition, the root connects the tree you see to the rest of the tree of life. Any tree represents a small subset of the tree of life. An ultra-metric tree with 5 taxea (A, Q, D, X, S) with evolutionary time shown millions of years ago (Mya). The purple dotted line represents an evolutionary lineage with the currently
living taxa, which is not represented in the 5-taxon tree. Finely dotted lines show several extinct evolutionary lineages. The diagram is the original work of Jung Choi 3. Misconception: The longest branched taxa should be the most primitive taxon in the tree, up to the knot of common ancestors. Reality: None of the currently living taxa is more primitive or any more advanced than
others; they all evolved to the same length as their most recent common ancestors. All clues or taxa in the tree evolved from their common ancestors for the same period of time. In the 5-taxa tree above, takson S has the longest dala. While it's tempting to think that S is like the most primitive or common ancestor represented by a root node, there were many branches of this
lineage throughout evolution, many of which led to extinct taxa (99% of all species are thought to be extinct) and many to living taksas (such as the purple dotted line) that were not shown in the tree. The Taxon S evolved for 5 million years, the same time as the other four taxons on that tree. When the tree is drawn, the time axis is vertically, the horizontal axis has an in-place
meaning and serves only for taxa and soy.  4. Misconception: Time is always at the bottom from top to old. Reality: Phylgenetic trees can have different forms - they can be side-to-side, reverse (last at the bottom), or their branches can be curved, or the tree may be radial (old at the center). Regardless of how the tree is drawn, clues are newer over time, and branching patterns
pass on the same information: evolutionary ancestors and patterns of deviation. Here the interconnected vertebrate evolutionary ilicogen shows the time running from left to right, with the day on the right. Because the timescale of this phylogeny has a special term called evogram. Also note, phylogeny, some takson are alive today (to this day), but others are not (extinct); The
extinct taxa doesn't extend to the present day, like Tiktaalik at the bottom of the image. Key character states are shown with small ticks along the branches. There are these shared, derived character states immediately descended from the lineage, and most of their descendants will also be them, as long as a future branch of the strip of features is lost. Creation of phylgenetic
trees Phylgenetic trees is a hypothesis about how taxa are related. This hypothesis is derived from existing evidence: data collected through observation of morphological or genetic traits, also called character states. Morphological data includes structural properties, organ types and specific skeletal arrangements. Genetic data include mitochondrial DNA sequences, ribomal RNA
gene sequences and intriguing genomic genes. Such data is used to describe homology, which means similarity to common ancestors. Likewise, the characteristics of individuals from their parents show their shared, derived ancestors for a feature of inheritance, homology. For example, all men have big brains and thumbs because our ancestors are. because all mammals
produce milk from the nipples It was the ancestors. Evolutionary hypotheses built on the principle of trees parsimony are the idea that the most likely branching pattern is the pattern that requires the least change. For example, all mammals are much more likely to produce milk, since they all inherit from a common ancestor that produces milk from the nipples, against the
alternative hypothesis, in which the nipples independently evolve in multiple lineages. As with any hypothesis, a tree can be reviewed if biologists obtain additional data that contradicts current thinking. Therefore, in some trees that we work with in this module we will most likely see significant uncertainty. Instead you feel disappointed in this, think in real time observing the scientific
process. We don't always have answers, but we can always make a new hypothesis against how the lineages emerge and diversify. Geological time and the evolution of life The story of the history of life is one of diversifications in which the new taxon reproduces, disappears or loses taxa. As you read above, 99% of species that have lived so far are now extinct. Evidence of life in
the past has been buried in rock records as fossils and trace fossils, such as oil or coal deposits, where many organisms die. The world is 4.6 billion years (BY) old, so geologists work on the fracture defined by four eons of extremely long time scales, how many billions of years ago (BYA) or million years ago (MYA) they formed: Hadean (4.6-4.0 BYA) occurred before life
appeared. Arkean (4.0-2.5 BYA) featured the formation of early life. Proterozoic (2.5 BYA-542 MYA) included oxygen accumulation and the development of early life. Phanerozoic (542 MYA to this day) is defined by the proliferation of animal and plant life. We will focus on a number of eons periods and periods allocated. Famous privates have already heard of paleozoic, which
literally translates as old life. Well-known periods are likely to be more familiar: Cambrian time animal life is largely diversified, carboniferous- featured land plants are remembered for their Jurassic and Cretaceous dominance and the death of dinosaurs. We will take the time to place groups of organisms in their periods, periods and periods, so it is worth directing yourself to the
geological timescale before you begin to meet the diversity of life that lived in the past and are the ancestors of the modern taksa. Milestones in the tree of life Now we know how to read a tree and evaluate geological timescales, let's relate the subjects of upcoming readings: eukaryots, green plants, fungi, animals, which are a few of the milestones of the evolution of large life
forms, to the tree of life. Phylogenetic tree of life built using ribomal RNA sequences after Karl Woese. Image credit: Modified Eric Gaba, Wikimedia Commons. Note that the tree is divided into three clades: bacteria, archaeve eukarya (eukaryots). Eukaryots are green plants, mushrooms and animals, there is a clade containing three more closely related taxa groups than any other
taxon depicted on this tree. As we move through the biodiversity module, let's put a small part of life into perspective using this image of the taxa width on the tree. The following video from the PBS series Eons summarizes important geological timescale events and highlights the evolution of life milestones that will take us to start thinking about biodiversity. Additional resources
For more information, here is an excellent resource on phylgenetic trees: If you want to apply more than reading trees and thinking of trees, the following video is an additional review for tree thinking: Author: Shana Kerr Revised January 10, 2016.Last: Emily WeigelDecember 30, 2019.
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